ENERGIZE, ENGAGE
& EDUCATE YOUR
EVENT & AUDIENCE

INSPIRATION ANGEL MARIE MONACHELLI
IS AN INNER
IGNITE YOUR AUDIENCE
POWER THAT
ACTIVATES
Shine On!
OUTER
CHANGE
Shine On!

EVENT ENERGY ENHANCER, TV HOST, INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER, CO-HOST,

EMCEE, EMPOWERMENT COACH, & INTERNATIONAL BEST-SELLING AUTHOR

Angel Marie has proven to ignite audiences mentally and physically with
music, movement, and easy to implement action steps! The

message leaves your audience feeling inspired, empowered, and energized.

Shift the energy and

"PHENOMENAL RESULTS &
EASY TO WORK WITH"
"We have worked with Angel
[Marie] here for over a year
we've had her at three of our
events. Phenomenal results she's

meeting) with engaging activities, playfulness, and memorable techniques for
inspired action.

Through her authentic presence, humility and great sense of humor, Angel
Marie entertains as she rejuvenates audience’s sense of joy and purpose.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

so easy to work with and all the
events that we've had her and

at your next event (summit, conference,

The

Shine On! Movement's message and song uses humor to break down

people just love her and want her

barriers while sharing easy to implement steps that guide audiences to

to come back and do more she's

increase self-esteem and greater self worth.

got high energy and I would
definitely recommend working
with her using her for your events
her tools and techniques that she
shares with the audience are just
phenomenal so use her enjoy her

1. Establish boundaries.
2. Have clarity and balance in life.
3. Increase abundance and feelings of gratitude.
4. Gain tools to stay inspired.

and thank you very much!"

5. Boost productivity and connect to passion & purpose.

Howard Chait

ABOUT ANGEL MARIE MONACHELLI

Executive Producer

Raise Your Vibration Events

For over 20 years Angel Marie has been awakening people through the

Shine On! Movement to Shine On! with more personal power, self-esteem
and freedom. She savours the opportunity to energize, educate and

@angelmarieshines

empower people to be positive difference makers and life changers in their
community and the world.

@angelmarieshineson
Her inspiring stories of success and failure as a business owner,

@angelmarieshines

empowerment coach, entertainer, and author have moved audiences to live
more purposeful, confident and joyful lives.

@angelmarieshines
(623) 334-3393
Angel@AngelMarieShines.com

LEARN MORE AT WWW.ANGELMARIESHINES.COM
SHIFT THE ENERGY WITH PLAYFUL ACTIVITIES, FUN MOVEMENTS, AND TIPS
FOR EVERYDAY WELLNESS. ENERGIZE CORPORATE AND PRIVATE EVENTS TO
INSPIRE AUDIENCES.

